Abstract.
Studied on the flywheel micro vibration isolator of a space telescope, the relationship between input and output (I-O) disturbance force and velocity vector is described by the characteristic transfer matrix in the subsystem of the flywheel vibration isolation. The elastic support coupling vibration transfer matrix of the vibration isolator is derived, and the vibration transfer characteristics of the vibration isolation system are studied. The dynamic model of the three degrees coupled vibration isolation system about the flywheel micro vibration excitation, multi elastic support and basic structure is established on the admittance method and partition subsystem. Model simulation and the flywheel vibration isolation system test results show that the two spectra are consistent basically in the frequency components, the form of vortex frequency curve and the change of amplitude, which indicates that the key factors of the vibration characteristics of the flywheel vibration isolation system are accurate and the theoretical analysis is correct. The substructure analysis method effectively avoids the complexity of the solution of the state vector of the substructure coupling interface. The elastic support coupled vibration transfer matrix can solve the problem of the substructure integration and merging, and integrated modeling and analysis in active and passive support system.
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1. Introductions
Attitude control actuator is the core technology of the precision and high stability space telescope [1, 2]. Flywheel as attitude control and attitude stabilization equipment in space telescope, it will generate additional disturbance force and torque when spins on orbit, which will affect the accuracy, stability, and imaging quality of the telescope [3, 4].

Micro vibration on the influence of the payload is more complex, which involves structure, control and optical system. Integrated modeling technology is an effective analysis method. It refers to that on the basis of the structure, control and load system modeling, according to the physical connection of the micro vibration in the transmission path of each subsystem, the system model is integrated. And a system level dynamic I-O mathematical model, which can fully reflect the influence of various coupling effects on the key performance indicators of the spacecraft, is finally formed. Many research institutes have made a research on the integrated modeling system in the world. NASA established a model of Integrated Modeling Environment [5]. United States Air Jet Propulsion Laboratory established the Integrated Modeling of Optical Systems [6]. Massachusetts Institute of Technology established the Disturbance Optics Controls Structures [7]. They provide system level comprehensive performance evaluation and error analysis methods, which have been successfully applied to the development of high resolution space telescope JWST [8], SIM [9] and TPF [10]. Luo Q., Li D. and Zhou W. addressed the dynamic modeling and analysis of the micro-vibration isolation of flywheel assemblies [11]. Yu J., Yamaura H., Oishi T., et al focused on vibrations caused by loading torque of printing mediums when they were delivered into the machinery. The system was modeled as a four-rollers-belt with a stepper motor based on exist apparatus [12]. By considering the flywheel and the platform as an integral system with gyroscopic effects, Wei Z., Li D., Luo Q., et al developed an equivalent dynamic model and verified through eigenvalue and frequency response analysis [13].

The above literatures on the micro vibration of the flywheel are mainly integrated modeling. Modeling of the transmission characteristics of the flywheel vibration isolator is not carried out. In this paper, the dynamic model of the three degrees coupled vibration isolation system about the flywheel micro vibration excitation, multi-elastic support and basic structure is established on the admittance method and partition subsystem. The relationship between I-O disturbance force and velocity vector is described by the characteristic transfer matrix in the subsystem of the flywheel vibration isolation.

According to the structure parameters and the micro vibration characteristics of a certain type of flywheel, the model is simulated to obtain the output vibration power waterfall plot. We got the flywheel vibration isolation system waterfall plot as well by testing the flywheel isolation system using multi component device. The results indicated that the key factors of the vibration characteristics of the flywheel vibration isolation system are accurate and the theoretical analysis is correct.

2. Flywheel vibration isolation system model
The flywheel vibration isolator adopts four points supporting symmetrical radiation type arrangement and the vibration isolation device is arranged in a radiation pattern, which is shown in Fig. 1. Along with the coupling structure department, the flywheel isolation system is divided into three subsystems, including source quality A, isolation vibration bearing B, and supporting basic C. Each subsystem represents one or more rigid distributed parameter components of the total system. The rigid element has six degrees of freedom, and the structure of the distributed parameter is allowed to be more than one degree of freedom. According to the direction of the energy flow, the system force and velocity vectors of I-O terminals are defined, and the overall characteristic transfer matrix model of the system is established, which is shown in Fig. 2. Each transfer structure represents a subsystem of the whole system.

![Fig. 1. Flywheel vibration isolation system](image1)
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![Fig. 2. Dynamic characteristic transfer matrix model of vibration isolation system](image2)

The I-O state vectors of each subsystem and the characteristic matrix $\alpha_{ij}, \beta_{ij}, \gamma_{ij}$ constitute the basic integrated unit of the analysis model transfer matrix.

3. Coupled vibration transfer characteristics
3.1. Flywheel sub-structure disturbance characteristic transfer matrix

The natural frequency of the flywheel is much larger than that of the disturbed excitation frequency, so it can be regarded as a general three-dimensional rigid structure. Fe is expressed as the generalized disturbance force vector acting on the flywheel centroid, ve is the generalized velocity response vector of the flywheel centroid. The generalized force and the velocity vector of the flywheel disturbance output, which connected with subsystem through n (n=4) coupling point, are Fa and va:

\[
Fe = FexFeyFezT exT eyT ezT, \quad ve = vexveyvezT, \quad Fa = F_{a1}Fa2…F_{an}T, \quad va = v_{a1}v_{a2}…v_{an}T.
\]

According to the law of dynamics and structure geometry relation, the translational and rotational motion equations of the micro vibration source of the flywheel, under the generalized harmonic exciting force [14], are expressed as Eq. (2) in the form of admittance matrix [15]:

\[
ve = M_{ij}F_a, \quad i, j = 1, 2,
\]

where, the element matrixes M_{ij} are:

\[
M_{11} = Jw^2 - 1, \quad M_{12} = M_{11}TF, \quad M_{21} = TVM_{11}, \quad M_{22} = TVM_{11}TF,
\]

where, J represents the inertia diagonal matrix of the flywheel centroid, w is the exciting frequency, j=1.

TF is the mass output vector of micro vibration and TV is the generalized vector of centroid, which are under rigid constraint conditions:

\[
Fe = TFFa, \quad va = Tve.
\]

Combined the I-O state vectors of the micro vibration source mass, the Eq. (2) is transformed into Eq. (9):

\[
Fe = eijFe, \quad i, j = 1, 2.
\]

The characteristic transfer matrix eij is derived from the admittance matrix, which is expressed as Eq. (10):

\[
eij = -M_{21} - 1 M_{22} M_{21} - 1 M_{12} - M_{11} M_{21} - 1 M_{22} M_{11} M_{21} - 1.
\]

3.2. Vibration isolator characteristics

The flywheel vibration isolator is modeled [16] as a cylindrical continuous elastic rod with a density \( \rho \) and damping \( \eta \). A dynamic model of multi input and multi output structure is established, which is shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, the generalized force and velocity response vectors of the I-O terminals are:

\[
F_{b1k} = Fb_1xkbv_1ykbv_1zkTb_1xkbv_1ykTb_1zkT, \quad v_{b1k} = vb_1xkbv_1ykbv_1zk\theta \cdot b_1xkbv_1zk\theta \cdot b_1zkT, \\
F_{b2k} = Fb_2xkbv_2ykbv_2zkTb_2xkbv_2ykTb_2zkT, \quad v_{b2k} = vb_2xkbv_2ykbv_2zk\theta \cdot b_2xkbv_2zk\theta \cdot b_2zkT.
\]

The transfer matrix equation for the dynamic characteristic of the vibration isolation system is Eq. (12):

\[
F_{b1kv_{b1k}} = B_{ijk}F_{b2kv_{b2k}}, \quad i, j = 1, 2, \quad k = 1, 2, …, n,
\]

where, B_{ijk} is the three-dimensional coupling vibration isolator transfer matrix, which can be determined by structural generalized admittance frequency response function [17] based on modal analysis [18, 19]. The detailed derivation process is as follows.

As shown in Fig. 3, the I-O force and moment are F_{b1y}, F_{b2y}, T_{bx1} and F_{b2y}, F_{b2z}, T_{bx2}. We can get the transfer admittance frequency response function by modal analysis method:
4. Coupling system vibration characteristic transfer matrix

The flywheel is installed on the honeycomb panel of the telescope structure, for the convenience of research, the honeycomb board structure is modeled as a rectangular plate, and the admittance matrix equation of the structure characteristic is described as Eq. (21):

\[ V_c = y_{ij} F_c, \quad i,j=1,2, \]

where, \( F_c \) is the input generalized force of each support structure, and \( v_c \) is the velocity corresponding response vector. The characteristic matrix can be determined by the modal analysis method [7, 14, 15]:

\[ F_c = F_c 1 F_c 2 \cdots F_c n T, \quad v_c = v_{c1} v_{c2} \cdots v_{cn} T. \]
According to subsystem coupled junction force and displacement continuity conditions, the dynamic characteristics of a comprehensive subsystem above matrix Eqs. (9), (18), (21), we get the state vector in overall system coupling interface:

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_e &= -\Lambda_{21} + \Lambda_{22} v_{ij} - \Lambda_{11} + \Lambda_{12} v_{ij} - 1 Fe, \\
    F_c &= -\Lambda_{11} + \Lambda_{12} v_{ij} - 1 Fe, \\
    v_c &= y_{ij} - \Lambda_{11} + \Lambda_{12} v_{ij} - 1 Fe.
\end{align*}
\]

The element matrix of the system characteristic transfer matrix \( \Lambda_{ij} \) is:

\[
\Lambda_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{2} (-1)^{k} \alpha_{i} k \beta_{j}, \quad i, j = 1, 2.
\]

5. Model simulation and experiments

5.1. Model simulation

According to the flywheel structure parameters and vibration isolator micro vibration features which are provided by the manufacturers. The parameters are shown in Table 1, and the parameters of the honeycomb panel are shown in Table 2, and the layer mode of the honeycomb panel is shown in Fig. 4. The model in Chapter 2 was simulated under the flywheel imbalance condition. The output disturbance force waterfall plot is shown in Fig. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substructure</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flywheel</td>
<td>( m, Jx )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.71 kg, 0.0169 kg·m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration isolator</td>
<td>( D \times d \times h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35 mm×16 mm×12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( E, \rho, \eta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.5 MPa, 1400 kg/m³, 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb panel</td>
<td>( a \times b \times c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1298 mm×1199 mm×24.4 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Flywheel vibration isolation system experiments

The disturbance test is carried out in the ultra-clean environment laboratory. The test site is shown in Fig. 6. Using the six component quartz model HR-FP3402 force plate, the sensor sampling frequency is 5000 Hz, testing the flywheel disturbing force characteristics in the X-axis and Z-axis. Testing process is speed up the flywheel from 0 RPM (Rotation per minute) to the specified speed, deceleration to 0 RPM after holding 20 s, a single total test time 60 s, and the single test time lasts 60 s.
Signal processing the disturbance data in the stable speed at different speed, the waterfall plot curve of the characteristics in frequency domain is shown in Fig. 7.

According to Fig. 7, at the same frequency of the vibration isolation system the flywheel has scrambled excitation force, and there are also a series of harmonics at multiples. In addition to the individual frequency points, the X axis disturbance force of the vibration isolation system is in the 0.1 N magnitude, and the Z axis disturbance force of the vibration isolation system is in the 0.2 N magnitude.

5.3. Result discussion
The Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 show that the two spectra are consistent basically in the frequency components, the form of vortex frequency curve and the change of amplitude. The vibration disturbance force exists in the frequency shown the first line in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, which is caused by the unbalance of the flywheel. Consistent with the actual working conditions of the flywheel, a series of harmonic is also caused by the flywheel rotating frequency at high frequency.

The test result in Fig. 6 shows amplification of x-direction disturbance around 200 Hz which is not captured in the simulation. This vibration of the flywheel is caused by the modal enlargement of the supporting structure. Structural modal amplification factors are more complex, in this paper, the process of modeling and Simulation is not considered. So, there is no significant amplitude appears x-waterfall plot around 200 Hz in Fig. 4. The experimental results show that the modal amplification effect of the flywheel is obvious, and it needed to be modeled separately due to the complexity of the structural mode amplification effect.

The amplitude of the disturbance is significant around 294 Hz in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, it is the obvious characteristics of the flywheel whirl mode, which is caused by flywheel axial translational mode and radial translational mode. Analysis and test results also show that when the natural frequency of the flywheel and the harmonic frequency of the intersection, it will produce a significant resonance, resulting in disturbance amplification, especially around 270 Hz.

Although the simulation results and experimental results are in error, the theoretical modeling and simulation analysis match well with the experimental results, which indicates that the key factors of the vibration characteristics of the flywheel vibration isolation system are accurate and the theoretical analysis is correct.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, the dynamic model of the three degrees coupled vibration isolation system about the flywheel micro vibration excitation, multi elastic support and basic structure is established on the admittance method and partition subsystem. The relationship between I-O disturbance force and velocity vector is described by the characteristic transfer matrix in the subsystem of the flywheel vibration isolation.

1) Model simulation and the flywheel vibration isolation system test results show that the two spectra are consistent basically in the frequency components, the form of vortex frequency curve and the change of amplitude, which indicates that the key factors of the vibration characteristics of the flywheel vibration isolation system are accurate and the theoretical analysis is correct.

2) Three-dimensional coupled micro vibration transfer matrix dynamic model shows that the transfer matrix method can effectively avoid the complexity of the solution of the state vector of the sub structure coupling interface. This method can be applied to the vibration analysis of multi – layer or multi – system with branches.

3) Transfer matrix can play a more prevalent role in the study of dynamic characteristics of micro vibration isolation system, active and passive control integrated modeling and analysis, at the same time, it establishes the theoretical basis for the structural parameters optimization and active control strategy of the flywheel micro vibration system.
Model simulation and the flywheel vibration isolation system test results show that the two spectra are consistent basically in the frequency components, the form of vortex frequency curve and the change of amplitude, which indicates that the key factors of the vibration characteristics of the flywheel vibration isolation system are accurate and the theoretical analysis is correct. Attitude control actuator is the core technology of the precision and high stability space telescope [1, 2]. Flywheel as attitude control and attitude stabilization equipment in space telescope, it will generate additional disturbance force and torque when spins on orbit, which will affect the accuracy, stability, and
imaging quality of the telescope [3, 4]. Vibration isolation system is that setting of isolation devices between the upper structure and the foundation, as shown in Fig. 1.6, and this will reduce the transmission of vibration energy. The methods of vibration isolation usually include rubber isolation, sliding isolation, hybrid isolation, etc. The hybrid isolation system is constituted by two or more isolation systems in a certain way (series, parallel, and series-parallel, etc.) for better vibration isolation effect. A hybrid isolation system makes full use of the advantages of different isolation systems and overcomes shortcomings of different components. International Space Station cycle ergometer with vibration isolation and stability system. (Courtesy of NASA). Velo ergometer. Systems for ground testing and the development of Spacecraft and Components outside of or inside vacuum chambers. NASA James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). The 40 ft diameter, vault-like, 40-ton door of NASA's Johnson Space Center's historic Chamber A was sealed shut on July 10, 2017. The SIM System Test Bed 3 (STB3) was created to show that the active optics and vibration isolation systems would function together to meet the goals for dynamic stability. A dual-stage passive isolation approach was suggested, where isolation was used first at the vibration-inducing reaction wheels, and a second isolation layer between the optical payload and the bus portion of the space vehicle, ‘the backpack’.